
PEOPLE NATURALLY RESIST MAKING CHANGES IN

IELTS Writing Task 2 Sample - People naturally resist making Due to the natural reasons, people find it difficult to
change the ways they.

Likewise, any problem has its answer, these predicaments can be unsolved. Essay topics: People naturally
resist making changes in their lives. It is natural that old people will not easily accept the radical changes of
ideas, values and way of life. By doing this, ourselves can adapt to something new easily. More over, the
modern world could still be a medieval ones if human were afraid to take a step forward and embrace the
change. I hope you guys will give feedback to my essays and all I want to say is that any feedback from you
guys will be very helpful and mean a lot to me. Next, you should learn it a little everyday, ask the help of your
family and your friends. New ideas often come to people with open and broader perspective. Do you like this?
New ideas, technology and changes are often for better ways of life. In my opinion, people should not resist
because of being afraid. If these issues are not undertaken by someone responsible and coped with the
problem, its consequences stay to the rest of child's life vitally. If a person is against making any changes in
his-her life, this situation may lead to the many unpleasant problems appear. Last year, I went to Indonesia to
visit my friend's house. What solutions can you suggest? In my opinion, a good idea to make us accept the
change is making the inspiration happen. Farmers who stick to old farming techniques may not be competitive
enough to survive. In my opinion, there are some steps to help you to get into a new habit. Another way is to
accept the change little by little. I know we ofthen have very hard time if leaving our comfort zone. There are
two main reasons to support my idea. Changes in society are also natural with time and the old way life will
not remain forever. As a result, they can potentially feel stressful and frustrated. Lastly, those kind of people
interrupt others around them of becoming more happy. However, it would lead to our significant mental
growth. For example,your colleague adopted and applied a brand new software while you still use an outdated
version and it resulting in his significant better performance than you. Another problem that can be caused is
that they could not grow mentaly. What kind of problems can this cause? By doing so, the person would not
be stunned by the adjustment and would willingly accept it. Furthermore, resisting against changes can be the
hindrance to adapt to new environment. Because of that their resistance increases in not changing. Firstly,
resisting of changes in people's lives can make them stressed or depressed. For instances,the computers
operation system that we are beneficially utilizing now would not be existed if Bill Gates was fear to taking
change or the phone industry would be the same for the time being if Steve Jobs dare not to think different.
What kind of problems can this cause? For instance, the environment between high school and university is
not the same.


